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Celebrating decades on the small screen as he turns 50
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Triangle Security are always prepared to
support and help their local community,
and throughout Lockdown they ran extra
free patrols to protect local areas, and
their trustworthy ex-military personnel
assisted the vulnerable with services such
as shopping and collecting prescriptions.

APPROACHING A DECADE SERVING
LOCAL FAMILIES & BUSINESSES
Triangle Security has a proven track
record of improving the security of homes,
families and businesses, providing a high
visibility presence to deter criminals from
choosing to target your area.
For more information, please visit our
website www.triangle-security.co.uk to
see a full list of the services we provide.

Our Key Services are:

HOME RESIDENTIAL, SITE &
AGRICULTURAL SECURITY
l MOBILE PATROLS & DOG UNITS
l ALARM RESPONSE & KEY HOLDING
l PANIC BUTTONS
l SECURITY GUARDING
l SECURITY DRIVERS
l

Triangle Security are proud supporters of
l Help for Hero’s l Haven House Hospice l Scouts Association
l Lambourne End Centre for Outdoor Learning

020 3948 7071

V2

Triangle Security personnel provide a
wide range of security services

www.triangle-security.co.uk

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386

SPECIAL OFFER

ALARM RESPONSE

£59.95

/month

THIS PROPERTY IS PROTECTED
AND MONITORED BY

MOBILE PATROLS

020 3948 7071

www.triangle-security.co.uk

50% discount on admin charges

See our website or call for details
TrianglesecUK
info@triangle-security.co.uk

Trianglesec

Trianglesecurity

Kemp House, 152 City Road, Islington EC1V 2NX

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Editor’s
notes...
Hello and welcome to
this month’s edition of
VISION Loughton.
I hope everyone is doing
well and beginning to find
their footing in this ‘new
normal’ we’re living in.
While we’re not out of
or
ohet, Edit
Brett Sh
the woods with COVID-19
yet, businesses such as ours
are beginning to get back to a place not so far
from where we were pre-lockdown. All it takes
is a walk down local high streets to see that
we’re not the only ones getting over the worst
of it now; it really is a pleasure to see shops and
restaurants lively again.
It also means that I’m able to have little trips
out with my family from time to time, and to take
clients out for lunch again.
I’m finding myself able to focus on the more
trivial aspects of my life again - some days, for
example, my biggest concern is the weather. I can
head out on a sunny morning confidently sporting
shorts and a T-shirt, but by midday I’m often wishing
I’d worn a jumper instead.
Usually, I’d be sick of all the summer rain we’ve been
having in recent weeks, but since moving into my new
home last month, the garden has become a priority for
my girlfriend Kirstie and me. When we first moved in
and the days were purely hot and sunny, we noticed
the garden’s grass wasn’t turning green at all after
being watered. I remember looking up whether
rainwater would be better for it and, lo and behold,
along it came.
		

Brett

To advertise call Brett on 0208 088 0386
WORDLADDER: PREP, PEEP, PEEK, PERK, PORK, WORK
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The bathroom you have always dreamed of

YOUR DESIGNER BATHROOM

Visit our showroom and see the latest bathroom ranges
Bathworks can offer supply only, or arrange supply & fit
Opening hours: Monday – Friday 9.30am - 5.30pm Saturdays 10.00m - 4.00pm
198 High Road, Woodford Green, Essex IG8 9EF Tel: 020 8504 1765 www.bath-works.co.uk
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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THE KINGS
of the castle
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elebrating 30 years together, Ant and
The ghost of Countess of the Dundonald is said
Dec remain at the top table of British to prowl the castle ruins, with reports detailing the
entertainment… which may come in handy outline of an angry woman dressed in white. And
for this year’s I’m A Celebrity... Get Me Out Of Here.
during the Second World War, the castle housed
From spotty lads in Ellesse jumpers, baggy jeans 200 Jewish refugee children who had made it to
and Fila trainers skulking their way round the streets
Wales having fled the Nazis.
of Newcastle, Ant and Dec’s rise to becoming the
The much anticipated Bushtucker Trials will find
modern-day majesties of light entertainment has themselves transformed this year, with the as yet
been unparalleled.
unrevealed celebrities undertaking ghastly gothic,
Now, 30 years after Anthony McPartlin and mind-bendingly medieval and ruggedly ruined
Declan Donnelly first met on the set of kids’ BBC challenges.
drama Byker Grove – a series based around a tatty
For Gwrych Castle, which has regularly been
youth club and the life events of its members – the threatened with closure and was saved by the
duo are celebrating the three-decade milestone campaigning efforts of a 12-year-old boy back in
by swapping the Australian jungle for a couple of 1997 when he wrote to then-Prime Minister Tony
weeks bolted up in a haunted castle.
Blair, it is an incredible rebirth, and one that is
The coronavirus outbreak has made even the hoped will protect its future.
most basic travel arrangements complicated, and
As for what is to come for Britain’s favourite
as for transporting a film crew and a selection presenting duo, anything is possible. Ant and Dec
of celebrities halfway around the world… forget
have ridden the waves of success for so long, the
it. So rather than give up entirely on a television
spotlight has become second nature. That means
experience that is one of the keystones of ITV’s
when controversy does arrive – notably the playing
autumn output, the show’s producers have kept
out of Ant’s personal troubles over the past couple
things much closer to home, with Gwrych Castle in
of years – the duo have stuck together in much the
Wales providing the base for what will be a unique
same way as they did when PJ and Duncan first
spin on the I’m A Celebrity... Get Me Out Of Here
buddied up way back in 1990.
format.
“I think it’s clear now we are going to be side
With an experience that will be less bugs and by side until the day we die, like it or not.” Declan
more bumps in the night, the 200-year-old Conwy commented recently. “People look at the shows
residence has a chequered history, one that its and the awards, but what we have is friendship,
presenters are certain to work to their advantage in respect and an affection that only comes between
their own inimitable style.
two best mates. We both feel very lucky.”
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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EMPIRE

EMPIRE UPVC & ROOFING SPECIALISTS LTD
We guarantee our customers a friendly, reliable & professional service

HORROR-scope
HORROR
IF YOU’RE A SCORPIO, BAD NEWS COULD BE ON THE WAY, WITH A 13TH
SIGN OF THE ZODIAC COMING INTO PLAY.

N

ASA’s apparent ‘discovery’ of a 13th star sign
has created furore in the astrology world…
if you’ll excuse the pun. From way back,
3,000 years ago, when the Babylonians created the
zodiac chart, we have always recognised 12 star
signs or constellations, representing the 12 months
of the calendar.
In recent times – aided by the Twitterati windup merchants – a 13th sign has come to the fore:
Ophiuchus, the serpent-bearer. Recognising this,
with a proposed window of between November 29
and December 17, has meant true Scorpios now
have a timeframe of just seven days, beginning on
November 23.
Worse news is to follow, with the revelation that
because constellations have shifted so much in the
time since the Ancient Greeks first threw together
a chart of the skies, the dates of all the other star
signs have changed too, as follows:
CAPRICORN: January 20 – February 16
AQUARIUS: February 16 – March 11
PISCES: March 11 – April 18
ARIES: April 18 – May 13
TAURUS: May 13 – June 21
GEMINI: June 21 – July 20
CANCER: July 20 – August 10
LEO: August 10 – September 16

V8

VIRGO: September 16 – October 30
LIBRA: October 30 – November 23
SCORPIO: November 23 – November 29
OPHIUCHUS: November 29 – December 17
SAGITTARIUS: December 17 – January 20
Yet before you rip
up your posters or
begin laser removal of
that tattoo, relax.
NASA’s ‘new
discovery’ is
anything but
– even Ancient
Greeks from three
millennia back knew of
Ophiuchus, as they did
another eight stars in
the sky that could legitimately have been included
on the zodiac. Simply, some appear much less
prominently in the sky, so only the largest 12 were
chosen.
And the shifting of dates? Well, astrology is a
very personal thing, and whether we follow a star
sign of what we once were or what we are now, it
makes little difference – we are all invested in this
existence, and no matter what star sign we are,
none of us is getting out of here alive!

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386

The UPVC and Roofing Experts in Hertfordshire

15

YEAR
Guarantee

Empire UPVC and Roofing Specialists are an independent business trading
throughout Hertfordshire and a surrounding 40-mile radius from our office in Nazeing.

Felt, Tile & Slate Roofing

Gutter Cleaning & Unblocking

Liquid Rubber Roofing

UPVC Fascias, Soffits & Guttering

ALL Roofing Repairs

Roof Moss Removal

Roofing Maintenance

15 - 20 Year Guarantee

Roofing Leadwork

Highest Quality Materials Used

COME AND VISIT OUR SHOWROOM AT HILLGROVE BUSINESS PARK

CALL OUR FRIENDLY TEAM TODAY FOR YOUR FREE QUOTATION

Office: 01992 623 267
Email: chris@empireupvcandroofing.co.uk
Web: www.empireupvcandroofing.co.uk

Unit 50 Hillgrove Business Park
Nazeing New Road
Nazeing EN9 2HB
FULLY INSURED

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

W O O D F O R D H O U S E D E N TA L P R A C T I C E
FREE
VIRTUAL CONSULTATIONS

NEED A
NEED A
DENTIST?
DENTIST?
Let’s talk

VIA COMPUTER, TABLET OR SMARTPHONE
Teeth straightening  Implants  Facial Aesthetics
Teeth whitening  Sleep apnoea and more

-totalk
-face
face
Let’s
face-to-face

ARE YOU AN

Mindless eating

Do you often find yourself eating for no particular
reason? Do you simply take mouthful after mouthful
without even registering what the food tastes like or
whether or not your appetite has been sated? If yes,
you need to stop eating in front of the TV and start
appreciating your food more. Ensure you chew your
food as many times as you can and listen to your
stomach when it tells you that it’s full.

Boredom eating

If you find that you reach for the snacks when you
V10

have nothing else to do, then you are eating out
of boredom rather than because your body needs
sustenance. Try to find yourself something else to
do, such as read a book, phone a friend or go for a
walk: any activity that will take your mind off eating.

Stress eating

We’ve all been there. Perhaps you have an important
meeting at work, you are struggling to make ends
meet or maybe your relationship is going through
a rough patch. Whatever the reason, eating when
you are stressed can help to alleviate anxiety, even
if only momentarily. The key to avoid stress eating
is to know your triggers and to actively try to avoid
them.

Eating to mask your feelings

Whether you feel sad, depressed or lonely, eating to
try to push down your feelings is never the answer.
Instead, try to identify why you are feeling this way
and talk to someone if you need to.

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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any people have understandably struggled
with healthy eating during lockdown, with
stress, boredom and increased feelings
of wanting to treat ourselves all being contributing
factors.
However, now that we have started to return to
normality, are you still eating for reasons other than
hunger?
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emotional eater?
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SSESSMENTS via computer, tablet or smartphone are just one of
the innovations
made so you can
feelachieved
as safewith
as invisible
possible in
Results achieved
with invisiblewe’ve
adult braces
Results
and teeth
whitening:
adult
braces,
teeth
whitening
and
veneers:
our SSESSMENTS
care.
We’ve
also
introduced
a
no-queue
appointments
regime,
a
via computer, tablet or smartphone are just
one
of
perspex
screen
at
reception,
room
disinfection
between
each
patient,
BEFORE
AFTER made so you BEFORE
AFTER
the innovations we’ve
can feel as safe as possible
in
an anti-viral
cleanalso
air system,
handa sanitisers,
more.
our
care. We’ve
introduced
no-queue and
appointments
regime, a
perspex
screen
at reception,
room disinfection
between
patient,
BOOK A
VIRTUAL
ASSESSMENT
AND STAY
SAFEeach
WITH
US
an anti-viral clean air system, hand sanitisers, and more.
BOOK
VIRTUALASSESSMENT
ASSESSMENT AND
AND STAY
BOOK
AA
VIRTUAL
STAY SAFE
SAFEWITH
WITHUS
US

020 8504 2704
improveyoursmile.co.uk
0208504
8504 2704
2704
020
162 HIGH ROAD WOODFORD GREEN IG8 9EF

improveyoursmile.co.uk
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
improveyoursmile.co.uk
162 HIGH ROAD WOODFORD GREEN IG8 9EF

162 HIGH ROAD WOODFORD GREEN IG8 9EF

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST

EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
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Services Offered

I

• Cataract surgery
with multifocal lens
implants for reduced
dependence on
spectacles

n the age of Instagram personal trainers, it takes quite something
to stand out from the crowd, though British muscleman and health
heavyweight James Smith seems to have achieved just that.

• Lens replacement
surgery for removal
of glasses

• Minor operations
for lumps and bumps
around eyes
• Correction of droopy
and baggy eyelids
• Watering eyes and
blocked tear ducts
• Dry eyes and
blepharitis
• YAG and Argon
laser treatments of
eye conditions
• Botox treatments

Mr J S Chawla
Mr J S Chawla is available for private
consultations in the eye Clinic at
Westland Medical Centre.
This Care Quality Commission
approved medical facility is equipped
with state of the art diagnostic
equipment, minor operation room
and lasers.

• Major surgery
undertaken at local
private hospitals

For appointments, please
contact Phillipa Chambers
on 07757 605008

Eye Clinic, Westland Medical Centre,
Westland Avenue, Hornchurch,
Essex, RM11 3SD
www.facebook.com/ClearvisionMedicare

V12
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James Smith, a personal trainer (PT), body coach, diet expert, life guide
and educator, is the perfect foil to all the impossibly toned, happy,
talented, loaded influencers that saturate our Instagram feeds.
Sure, the 31-year-old Bondi-based trainer has a physique most of us
will never get anywhere near, and if you look at the simply seductive backgrounds
on his photo shoots you will get the impression his is a life to be craved. Yet as soon
as James begins speaking on health, fitness, well-being and our ability to be better
people both physically and mentally, you discover that this is someone not dressed up
in the fake realities of so many PTs.
He is self-deprecating, funny and, while a slight upper middle-class twang may tell us
more about his background than he would like to give away, his expletive-decorated
videos and posts paint someone fully appreciating the fact that inspiring people
to be better means being down to earth.
His Instagram feed
(@jamessmithpt)
has more than
640,000 followers;
and in November,
his book Not a Life
Coach hits the shelves,
following on from the
hugely successful Not
a Diet Book which,
somewhat
fortuitously,
was released just a month
before lockdown.
Whether focusing on diet
or self-help, his mode is as
the maverick, and someone
bringing
enjoyment
into
personal improvement.
“For me, real help must come
in the form of true honesty. If
you start from a point of wanting
to achieve something unrealistic,
you will never get there,” he says.
“Start low, hit your target, then
restart at a higher level. By trying not
to change your life so much, you may
inadvertently do just that!”
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386

Photo credit: www.jamessmithacademy.com

• Glaucoma
management

V
H E A LT H & F I T N E S S

Mr Smith
THE WORLD OF
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awareness

manorcourthomecare.co.uk
 ManorcourtHome

Manorcourt Homecare
Part of the Healthcare Homes Group

Live In Care Services

Hornchurch Branch, 58 Station Lane, Hornchurch, Essex RM12 6NB. Tel: 01708 472911
If you or a loved-one are currently receiving visits from
carers but feel further help or support may be needed
throughout the day, the team at Manorcourt Homecare
provides a Live-In Care service that enables you to
continue living as comfortably and safely as possible in
your own home, but with expert and friendly support at
any time of the day.
Provided on a short or long term basis, the service
promotes independent living and ensures you or a loved
one can remain in the comfort of familiar surroundings,
with no need for relocation into a care home setting.

Live In Care may be particularly suitable for those with
high dependency needs, complex care needs, recovering
from a stay in hospital or perhaps following a serious
illness. Our clients love that they can stay living at
home, but have the help they need personally, as well
as managing household or domestic tasks, pet’s needs
and enabling them to continue enjoying hobbies, leisure
pursuits and even go on holidays.

To find out more about contact our friendly team
for an initial assessment on 01708 472911

Together we respect, with compassion we care, through commitment we achieve

LIVE IN CARE

£995 per week

...for new customers, for the first 3 months.

HERE’S A SNAPSHOT OF SOME OF
THE THINGS WE’RE PROUD OF:

D

id you know that there are currently
3,108 people in the UK waiting for a
transplant at this exact moment?
Organ Donation Week is designed to
encourage people to make a decision about
organ donation and to share their choice with
their family and friends.
WHAT IS THE CURRENT LAW
REGARDING ORGAN DONATION?
You may not know this, but the English organ
donation law has changed to a ‘opt out’
system rather than an ‘opt in’ one.
What exactly does this mean? In a nutshell,
if you are not in an excluded group and you
have not confirmed whether you want to be an
organ donor or not, it will be considered that
you agree to donate your organs when you die.
CAN ANYONE REGISTER TO BE AN
ORGAN DONOR?
There is no age limit for organ donor
registration, and anyone can decide to become
an organ donor after death. However, if you
V14

We have remained coronavirus free
through the peak

want to add your name to the NHS
Organ Donor Register, you will need to
live in the UK, Channel Islands or Isle of Man.
WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE
ORGAN DONATION PROCESS
• All donors are treated with dignity and
respect.
• There are strict regulations in place to help
care for the dying, and organs will not be
removed until a patient’s death has been
confirmed in line with these criteria.
• Organs cannot be sold or bought.
• Your body will be returned to your family after
donation.
• Families are always consulted before organ
donation goes ahead.
WHAT CAN I DONATE?
If you decide to register as an organ donor, you
have the choice to donate organs such as your
heart, lungs, kidneys, liver, pancreas and small
bowel. You can also choose to donate your
tissues, including your bone and corneas.
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WHY ARE WE SAFE
FOR YOUR LOVED ONE?

At Woodland Grove Care Home, we have
provided our residents with the highest quality
care, even during this difficult time.

We have robust processes and
procedures in place creating a safe
“Bubble”
We have ensured our residents still
had access to Healthcare Professionals
throughout the pandemic
We have access to testing, swiftly, should
it be required
Virtual calling is available to all families
We have ample supplies of PPE to
protect our team members and residents
We have introduced safe visitor spaces
so that family and friends can continue
contact with their loved ones

WE ARE NOW
OFFICIALLY OPEN FOR
SAFE FACE-TO-FACE
VISITS AT OUR NEW
SUMMERHOUSE!

We have extensive social and
engagement programmes to keep
residents engaged and combat loneliness
We are fully staffed and
rarely use agency labour

For more information or to book a visit, please contact
clientrelations.wg@oaklandcare.com or call 020 8508 9220

Our measures
to prevent
COVID-19
have been
reviewed
by CQC.
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S1UK OFFERS THE BEST AFFORDABLE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING IN DANCE,
FITNESS & PERFORMING ARTS FOR ALL AGES & ABILITIES
TEAMED WITH TOP QUALIFIED/DBS CHECKED PROFESSIONAL TUTORS
WORKING IN THE CREATIVE ARTS INDUSTRY TODAY.

ON

CLASSES WE WILL BE OFFERING
n
n
n
n
n

Lyrical/Contemporary n Ballet Beginners n Contemporary Adults
Ballet Adults n Tap Adults n Tap Kids n Afrobeats/UrbanHeels
Pole Fitness n Yoga n Self Defence n Pilates n Salsa (TBC)
Wellness Wednesdays – New! n Flow & Roam/Sound Therapy
Baby Ballet n Parent + Me Yoga n Baby Street & Ariel/Hoops Kids +more

TREND

V
BEAUTY

Bangs

AFFORDABLE PROFESSIONAL DANCE & FITNESS
FOR ADULTS, KIDS & FAMILIES

T

he flexible and fabulous fringe rarely goes out of fashion. Instead, it
adapts to the season at hand and offers a simple yet stylish way to
update your look.
However, to get it right and avoid the common pitfalls of bad bangs, you
need to choose the right fringe for your face shape.

Supported by Sylvia Young Theatre School Alumni

FOLLOW US ON
-@STUDIO1UK
EMAIL: STUDIO1UK17@GMAIL.COM
TEL: 07914 667909

THE SIDE FRINGE

Best for round face shapes
Popular with the likes of Mila Kunis, Emma Stone and Renée Zellweger,
the side fringe is incredibly flattering for those with more round faces. Opt
for a feathered fringe to give your face a more slender look and to draw
attention to your eyes and mouth.

OPENING SOON ON
DEBDEN BROADWAY

Get theRightLook
Affordable designer & non designer frames,
sunglasses & contact lenses

THE A-SHAPED FRINGE

Best for square and oblong faces
This face shape tends to be wider at the cheeks and more angular around
the jawline. A soft A-shaped fringe can help soften your features and
switch the focus to your eyes.

THE CURTAIN FRINGE

Best for heart-shaped faces
A long side fringe, aka the curtain fringe, is ideal for those with a heart face
shape as this style will help widen out a narrow chin and highlight both
your cheekbones and jawline. Ask for a feathered look to perfectly balance
softness and structure.

◆ We are independent practices offering expert eye care
using the latest technological advancements
◆ We specialise in fashionable & exclusive eyewear

THE FULL BLUNT FRINGE

Best for those with a small forehead
You may think that having a small forehead means you cannot pull off a
fringe, but this is simply not true. A full and blunt fringe will instantly add
length to your face and broaden your forehead. This style suits those with
poker-straight hair better than those with waves.

020 8594 4692
aquilagroup@live.com

aquilaoptometrist1

65 East Street, Barking, IG11 8EJ

020 8518 3666 ◆ 020 8554 7959
www.howardharris.co.uk
hhopticians
474 Cranbrook Rd, Gants Hill, Ilford, IG2 6LE
V16
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THE FULL CHOPPY FRINGE

Best for oval face shapes
With this face shape you want a full fringe that will cover your forehead but
not one that will overpower your delicate features. Adding choppiness at
the ends will create a softer and more textured feel.
Photo credit: Featureflash Photo Agency/Shutterstock.com, Kathy Hutchins/Shutterstock.com,
Tinseltown/Shutterstock.com
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we love you

O

ur long-lasting love affair with Dr. Martens has
spanned seven decades and shows no signs
of slowing down. They are worn by men,
women and kids alike, so let’s take a look at what
makes this iconic footwear brand so special.

They last forever: Dr. Martens might not be the
cheapest boots you have ever bought, but they will
offer the best value for money. Unlike other leather
that may split or crack, Dr. Martens will last you a
lifetime.

They offer unrivalled comfort: Although you
will need to break them in a bit, Dr. Martens will
undoubtedly be the most comfortable boots you ever
own. The hard leather has the unique ability to be
able to mould
perfectly with
the shape of
your foot,
resulting in
a feeling of
walking on
air.

They transcend trends: As all other footwear
trends come and go, and then come again, Dr.
Martens have stuck resolutely to their fundamental
USPs, and fashion followers love them for it.
They are incredibly versatile: There are so many
different looks that you can go for with a pair of
Dr. Martens:
> Sophisticated with chinos and chunky knitwear.
> Street style with cut-offs and a slogan tee.
> Casual with a simple pair of black trousers and
matching jumper.
> Modern with jeans and a leather jacket.
Celebrities of all ages love them: Miley Cyrus,
Diane Keaton, Susan Sarandon, Jared Leto and
Robert Pattinson have all been papped rocking
these vintage and stylish boots.
They come in a wide variety of colours and
designs: You can pretty much find a pair of
Dr. Martens in every colour you can think
of, plus they do some truly unique
designs, including one
with renaissance art
printed all over
them. Need a
bit of extra
height? Yes,
Dr. Martens
come
in
heeled versions
too.

IS CBD ILLEGAL?
THINGS THEY’LL NEVER TELL YOU ABOUT CBD
l CBD is not an illegal drug – it is a food
supplement, just like multivitamins.
l It is from the same plant based family
as cannabis; there are several species with
different compounds.
l Cannabidiol (CBD) cannot make you
high; onlyTetrahydrocannabinol (THC),
(compound found in cannabis) can. CBD
products are legal if they contain less than
0.2% THC.
l Promarvel CBD is isolate based so there
is no THC.
l In the UK CBD is classed as a ‘novel
food’ – by March 2021 all CBD retailers
must comply with the Food Standards
Agency’s regulations. Promarvel CBD are
ahead of the curve – an application to the
FSA regarding our products has already
been submitted. Discover our lab tests on
our website.

What will it do for me?
l Ensure your endocannabinoid system
(home of the messengers between your
brain and body) performs well when fighting
imbalances within.
l It may relieve anxiety and reduce pain –
two of the most common usage reasons.
l It is not harmful. We recommend you book
a consultation with us to see if CBD will meet
your needs.
Which retailer do I buy from?
Our deal-breakers:
1. A retailer committed to educating their
customers
2. Transparency – look for lab tests, farm and
manufacturer details
3. A real company – a registered UK address,
company registration number, customer
reviews and an actual person to speak to.

CBD INFUSED
EDIBLE GUMMIES
& OILS
Kind to you, kind to the earth

Check us out at
www.promarvelcbd.co.uk
0208 088 3429
promarvelcbd@gmail.com

Photo credit: Wozzie/Shutterstock.com, kudryavtsev dmitriy/Shutterstock.com
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A B R I D G E

Beauty blossoms from humble beginnings…
Welcome to the home of rich Turkish cuisine
Unbelievable dishes and unforgettable moments
B

autumn cocktails

A

lthough traditionally used for stews and soups, slow
cookers are now being tested out on a wide variety of
dishes, including cooked breakfasts, lasagne and even
steaming hot cocktails. What more could you want on a
blustery autumn day?

Shish Meze Abridge provides the most delicious Anatolian,
Turkish food for guests or takeaway for you home

Butterbeer Rum (yes, just like in Harry Potter but
with a boozy hit)
You will need: 6 cups water | 2 cans cream soda | 1 cup brown sugar
| ½ cup unsalted butter | ½ cup butterscotch syrup | 3 cinnamon sticks |
1 tsp vanilla essence | 1½ tsp salt | 2 cups spiced rum | Whipped cream
and golden sparkling sugar crystals for decoration

A B R I D G E

How to make: Put in the water, cream soda, sugar, butter, ¼
cup of butterscotch, cinnamon sticks, vanilla and salt | Cover
and cook for 3–3½ hours | Stir in the rum | Use the remaining
butterscotch to coat the rims of your glasses | Pour, top with
whipped cream and sprinkle with sugar crystals

C

Indulgent Hot Chocolate
You will need: 1 litre milk | 300ml double cream | 200g chopped
dark chocolate | 100g chopped milk chocolate | Whipped cream,
marshmallows and chocolate shavings to serve | Optional:
liqueur or schnapps – coffee, peppermint or cinnamon

D

BOOKINGS & TAKEAWAY: 01992 946 704
18, MARKET PLACE, ABRIDGE, RM4 1UA
A B R I D G E
www.shishmezeabridge.com info@shishmezeabridge.com
@shishmezeabridge
MONDAY TO SUNDAY 12PM TO 12AM
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Sensational
slow cooker

V

How to make: Pour the milk and double cream into
your slow cooker | Add the chocolate | Cover and cook
on low for 2 hours | Remove the lid, give it a good
stir, then replace the lid and cook for a further 20
mins | Add 4 shots of your chosen liqueur | Spoon
into mugs and top with marshmallows, cream and
chocolate shavings
Caramel Apple Cider
You will need: 2 cups vodka | 8 cups apple cider
| 1 cup caramel syrup | 2 tsp ground cloves | 2 tbs
cinnamon | ¼ cup brown sugar | Apples to garnish
How to make: Add all the ingredients to your slow
cooker | Cook on low for 3 hours | Serve in mulled
cups or glasses with sliced apples and cinnamon
sticks
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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This year marks eight decades since one of
the most important British victories during the
Second World War: the Battle of Britain.

I

t’s June 1940 and France has been quickly defeated by Germany in Adolf Hitler’s march across Europe.
His aim: to bring Gleichschaltung (coordination), the process of Nazification and totalitarian control to
the continent.
Hitler was expecting the British to also fall into line and to try to agree a peace deal with Germany. In
the first instance, he knew that to have any chance of setting up a successful invasion of British shores
(which was codenamed Operation Sealion), he would need to combat the formidable Royal Air Force.
Subsequently, he gave the Luftwaffe (the German equivalent of the RAF) the go-ahead to engage with it.
Even though the German occupation of France was rapid, the country had experienced severe damage
to its air fleet; yet when asked to go to battle in the skies of Southern England two months later, it was
ready.
However, the Luftwaffe hadn’t reckoned on Britain’s secret weapon in the Battle of Britain – the
Dowding System. Named after Commander in Chief of the Fighter Command, Sir Hugh Dowding, it
was a remarkable network that brought together ground defence, radar and fighter aircraft.
Knowing where and when the Luftwaffe was on its way to Britain was of huge advantage to the RAF,
whereby it could then scramble fighters quickly – notably the Spitfire – to intercept the threat.
However, in truth, it was in the way the Spitfire was armed that gave it a significant edge. And that
was thanks to a young mathematician, whose brilliant calculations meant it could leave the ground with

double its original gun capacity.
Her name was Hazel Hill, and she was the daughter of Fred, who was part
of the Air Ministry,
Fred returned home from work one day and asked for help in providing a
solution to the Spitfire’s perceived lack of firepower. The iconic British warplane
was initially only designed to have four guns on it; he felt it could be more but needed
his daughter’s help.
Many of the Air Ministry felt that eight guns would be too heavy for the Spitfire – and for
its compatriot, the Hurricane – but Fred and his daughter Hazel found a way to equip the
machine with double the artillery. It was a significant advancement, and it worked.
As the conflict heightened, with support from Commonwealth pilots, and as the Luftwaffe
fatally miscalculated its own successes, a three-month-long skirmish in the skies eventually
started to go the way of the Allies.
The Battle of Britain will go down in history as one of the most important parts of the Second
World War and a colossal reason as to why Germany was unable to seize Great Britain. It was a
barrier that ultimately led the Nazis to fail in their attempt to take control of Europe, and it preserved the
freedom that we acknowledge with gratitude and humility today.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Tra el
ESSENT

IALs

W

e’ve all arrived at a getaway
destination to be confronted with
that sickening feeling of having left
the crimpers at home, and it’s not a pleasant one.
Well, with the hope and expectation of the travel
industry restarting as the weeks go by, it seems
pertinent to get some early planning in, so here’s
our all-encompassing rundown of the travel
essentials you really can’t leave home without:
1. Currency and cards, ensuring you have
enough for both holiday treats and
emergencies
2. Documents – printed is still best, from hotel
information to outbound and return flights
3. Passport, if travelling abroad
4. Driver’s licence – essential for car hire, but
good for additional ID
5. Mobile phone and tablet, plus chargers
6. Plug adaptor
7. Daily toiletries, such as toothpaste, toothbrush,
travel-size shower items, shaver, hairbrush
8. Paracetamol, ibuprofen and any prescription
drugs – better to take from your home country
rather than trying new drugs in a foreign
country

Our tutor-led classes are
currently running online

YOUR 20
-ITEM
TICK-LI
ST
FOR ANY
EXCURS
ION...

9. List of emergency
contacts to keep about your person
10. Flip-flops, for any shared bathroom space
where avoiding contact with icky floors is
probably smart
11. Practical essentials, depending on destination
– e.g. somewhere warm, sun cream
and swimming gear (including goggles);
somewhere rugged, walking boots and fleece
12. Spare underwear and socks will always come
in handy and weigh very little
13. Deodorant and aftershave/perfume, for basic
hygiene and those special nights out
14. Microfibre towel, which takes up less space
than its fluffy cousin
15. Mini first aid kit
16. Earplugs – whether for the flight or noisy
guests around the hotel, these are essential
17. Glasses, sunglasses, and a protective case
18. Spare shoes, to switch things up and give
your feet a break
19. Padlock, for extra security
20. Rain cover, should the heavens open

Primary

•

Secondary

•

7+

•

11+

•

1-2-1

0208 088 3083

www.redbridgetuition.co.uk
skings@redbridgetuition.co.uk

Cookery Classes, Workshops, Parties & DofE

ONLINE COOKERY
WORKSHOPS

for dates and details

l

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386

GCSE

Get set for September

We help children learn
to cook in a fun, relaxing
and friendly atmosphere
so that they can prepare
fresh nourishing food

V24

•

Join ou
r
Online
Classes

www.smartraspberry.com
SmartRaspberryEppingWoodford smartraspberry_ew
0208 088 3439 l 07725 221384 l geeangelo@smartraspberry.com
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THE OAK-TREE GROUP OF SCHOOLS

BRAESIDE SCHOOL
Buckhurst Hill
Girls 2½ to 16

COOPERSALE HALL
SCHOOL Epping

S
R
E
T
T
A
U
Q
S
T
H
NIG

Girls and Boys 2½ to 11

Wednesday 7 October

KIDS

OCTOBER OPEN EVENTS

Tuesday 6 October

How to keep children in their own rooms – and out of your bed – at night

W

NORMANHURST SCHOOL
North Chingford
Girls and Boys 2½ to 16
Thursday 8 October
Friday 9 October - Early Years

OAKLANDS SCHOOL

Four privately-owned local independent schools
make up the Oak-Tree Group: Braeside,
Coopersale Hall, Normanhurst and Oaklands.
The schools are known for their outstanding
teaching and excellent pastoral care. Attend one
of our Open Events to get insight into school life.

Loughton
Girls and Boys 2½ to 11
Thursday 8 October

OCTOBER OPEN EVENTS
S

M

4
11
18
25

5
12
19
26

T W TH F
1
1
2
8
6
7
9
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

Contact the schools directly to book a place and find out more.

For more information www.oaktreeschools.co.uk
V26
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@OakTreeSchools

hen your darling daughter or darling son
is able to sleep in something that doesn’t
come with the design feature of prisonlike bars as would a cot, it’s a monumental moment
– your little one’s ascent into childhood now means
they have their own bed.
Sadly, as many parents have discovered, the
lack of those confines means it’s effortlessly easy
for your young one to embark on night-time
expeditions into your bed, something that benefits
the sleep patterns of no one.
Here are some tips for ensuring your sneaky nonsleeper stays put:

Routine

As ever, a solid, settled night-time routine is
essential. A set schedule and timing (dinner
followed by bath followed by story, etc) will enhance
and prolong sleep, as will avoiding ‘over-napping’
during the day.

Light and dark

In these brighter, lighter mornings, it’s imperative to

have a good blackout blind – there’s nothing that
lures a child out of bed more than the early rising of
the sun… even if that’s at 5am!
On the flipside, keep a subtle nightlight nearby.
Fear of the dark will always get little ones heading
for reassurance and comfort… and big ones too.

Sound planning

Consider as well soundproofing and ensuring others
in the home keep their nocturnal manoeuvres to
a minimum, from loud late-night games to simple
stuff like not flushing noisy toilets.

Encouragement

At the age your youngster gets his or her first
proper bed, you’ll already be working on the
greatest sleep stimulator of them all – words.
Reaffirming that ‘big kids’ sleep in their own beds,
and stay there, and perhaps a gentle reminder that
sleeping in one means not having to go back into a
cot, can get your precious cargo journeying off on
to a dreamy voyage… speaking of which, you may
want to grab a few hours yourself.
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Birth to 5 year olds
l Fresh and nutritious meals prepared from scratch
l Parental web cameras free for the first month!
l Lovely garden and deep cleaned facilities

R
REGISTE
NOW

l ALL COVID GUIDELINES BEING FOLLOWED

START IN
BER
SEPTEM

l Ofsted registered rating GOOD

ert
this adv
Bring in 5% OFF
1
e
to receiv tion fees
registra

l All staff qualified and DBS checked
l Parking spaces available
l 2 mins walk from Fairlop underground station

15% MONTHLY DISCOUNT FOR NHS STAFF
7am to 7pm Monday to Friday

10% SIB
DISCOUN LING
T
THE YOUN FOR
GER
CHILD

TONY CALVO GUITAR ACADEMY

LEARN TO PLAY THE GUITAR
(ALL LEVELS WELCOME)

LESSONS ONLINE OR IN PERSON AT
MUSIC STUDIO IN LOUGHTON
Award-Winning | Qualified Music Teacher
20+ yrs teaching experience | Affordable rates
“Tony is enthusiastic, knowledgeable and a gifted musician. I have
learned a great deal over the last few months.” Mike Walker (Loughton)
“Tony is a fantastic teacher with the ability to deal
with the range of abilities in our group. We are very
lucky to have such a talented guitarist as our teacher.”
Christine Benbow, Epping Forest Guitar Group

info@tonycalvomusic.com
0208 088 3523 | www.tonycalvomusic.com
V28
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one are the days of cheap interior design shows produced on a shoestring
budget – TV DIY these days is big business and even bigger impact.

INTERIOR DESIGN MASTERS
Fearne Cotton is the perfect foil for a show that delves into the personal stories of
the amateur designers featured, even if the end assessments can be brutal. The
aim is to win a major design contract, and because of that the tasks are on the edgier
side, from minimalism to brutalism to over-the-top floweriness.
ABSTRACT: THE ART OF DESIGN
An intense watch that really delves into the elements of design and form, this Netflix
series tours a number of salubrious destinations (from Soho House to Michelinstarred restaurants) in search of not just the art of design, but also how structure
and form works to create something that fulfils a purpose, both in provision and
comfort.
AMAZING INTERIORS
From indoor roller coasters to secret bedrooms and cinemas in the basement,
Amazing Interiors looks behind the door of supposedly ordinary homes to find
inspiring spaces lurking.
GRAND DESIGNS
Arguably the most popular design programme of the past decade, host Kevin
McCloud MBE is the perfect master of ceremonies in overseeing renovations across
a lengthy time period that often – though not always – go to plan.
THE GREAT INTERIOR DESIGN CHALLENGE
While the producers of this show may have been short of a catchy title, they more
than make up for it with a vast array of brilliant platforms on which contestant
designers work their magic – from 17th-century cottages to seaside villas and
Victorian terraces.
TIDYING UP WITH MARIE KONDO
No matter what style guide you apply to your living space, without tidiness and a
desire to remove the clutter, you’ll quickly have something resembling chaos. Step
in Marie Kondo, the queen of declutter, and a show that offers a bevy of brilliant tips
for keeping your home in great shape.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Call or email to enquire
0208 501 2673 l 07841 911 933 l paukfairlop@outllook.com

SHOW foTIME
r your DIY

HOME & DIY

Barleymont Fairlop
Montessori Day Nursery
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SHRED IT
or FILE IT?

01992 276190

Documents: what to keep and what to shred

W

hile moving so much of our lives online means the amount of paper we have
to deal with is perhaps not as great as it once was, it’s still very easy to get
swamped by documents, forms, booklets and more.
Here’s a simple guide to what you should be keeping and what can be satisfyingly put
through the shredder:
> Home documents: This includes everything from your car logbook (V5C) to building and
contents insurance printouts, house deeds, mortgage statements, vehicle records and any rental
agreements. These should be kept for as long as they are valid. Utility bills should be kept for a year.
> Personal documents: Birth and marriage documents obviously sit high up on this list and
should be kept forever; but consider as well life insurance, Disclosure and Barring Service
(DBS) certificates, medical records, driver’s licence and pension details. These should be
kept for as long as they are valid.
> Financial documents: These include National Insurance cards, which should always be
kept, to tax affairs and recent bank and credit card statements, even if you access these
online. Financial documents should be accessible for seven years, but taking this online means
your provider can store them rather than you.
For the most part you should now be able to shred anything else, but if you’ve something you’re
uncertain of, by all means hold on to it until your next sort-out.
The important thing is to keep hold of what’s still relevant and rid yourself of what isn’t. On
that note, it’s a good idea to keep some documents for a year after you dispose of the thing
it relates to – for instance, a rented car – in case you need to check back for the purpose of
a tax return, or similar.
And it’s a good idea too to go back over all paperwork every now and again. Some personal
effects that were important then may now be outdated, and keeping your documents organised
and up to date is vital.

V30
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PUT THE SPARKLE BACK INTO YOUR KITCHEN

Domestic Oven Cleaning Specialists
Est. since 2007

Prices

Single oven incl. shelves & grill pan............................. £43.00
Double oven incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... £54.00
Range incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... From £54.00
AGAs ...................................................................... From £90.00
Hobs ...................................................................... From £14.00
Extractors ............................................................. From £15.00
Microwaves .......................................................... From £20.00

BEFORE

...................................................................................... No VAT to pay
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HOW TO ADD
hen German astronomer Johannes Kepler said,
GEOMETRIC
“Geometry is the archetype of the beauty of
SHAPES TO
the world,” the chances are he wasn’t referring
YOUR HOME
to that pink lampshade on your bedside table. And yet,
where our inspiration from shapes in architecture and interiors is
concerned, he might well have been.
That’s because scientists believe that not only do shapes influence
matter around them, but when humans look at a circle, a square, an octagon, a hexagon, a rhombus,
a crescent or any other geometric form for that matter, they instantly receive energy from the brain.
Here are some classic geometric forms that can inspire not only your home, but your mind as well.

HOME & DIY

S

Tiles – Perhaps the most obvious form, tiles provide lines, patterns and

Trading Standards
Approved

PLEASE CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION
01279 432444 www.ovenbright.co.uk

perspectives that the brain understands and loves, be they on the floor or on
walls, highly decorated or plain.

AFTER

0208 088 3453

EMERGENCY SERVICES
& ENQUIRIES

Wallpaper – While heavily patterned wallpaper designs had their heyday
in the 1970s, there is still a range of subtle patterns that can really inspire
a wall. These days, the most popular technique is to be brave and bold
on a feature wall.

Wall frames – The shape and form of the modern wall frame is almost as
important as what’s hung inside it, with a cluster of wooden or metal surrounds
offering a feature that is as engaging, inspiring and unique as any wall.

TROUBLE WITH DRAINAGE, HEATING OR PLUMBING?

Throws – The shabby chic era really brought throws into their own, but a

WE OFFER THE COMBINED SERVICES OF DRAINAGE CONSULTANTS & PLUMBERS
TO DEAL WITH UNEXPECTED LEAKS, BURST PIPES AND BLOCKED DRAINS

Lampshades – And finally back to Kepler’s

DRAINAGE SERVICES ✓ PLUMBING & HEATING SERVICES ✓ TANKER SERVICES ✓ INSURANCE CLAIMS

simple geometric pattern across a plain sofa or chair can offer a contrast in
style that heightens the senses without complicating things.
lampshade, where the poise and perfection of
geometric lighting will complement a variety of
living spaces, including kitchen and dining
areas. During the day, the contemporary
nature of a hanging or grounded lampshade
can inspire, while at
night when lit up, it
takes on a whole
new aura.

Contact us: 0208 088 3453

www.fcdrainagesolutions.co.uk
operations@fcdrainagesolutions.co.uk
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HOW CLEAN

is your kitchen?
H
and-washing and social distancing have been the buzzwords for 2020
so far, but forget about the enemy outside; it’s the humble kitchen that
apparently poses one of the greatest everyday threats in our fight against
bugs, according to recent research.

Sponges
The sponge is by far the go-to item for nuisance nasties. It draws in bugs and baddies
like no other, and in the study commissioned by Currys PC World and undertaken at
the University of Lincoln, scientists found that 35 per cent of kitchen sponges included
faecal streptococci (FS) colonies. And if you think that sounds like something you may
want to keep strictly in the lavatory… you’d be right. Found in the intestines of humans
and animals, contamination can lead to symptoms of food poisoning, such as vomiting,
diarrhoea and nausea.
That sinking feeling
The study revealed that the pathogen P. aeruginosa was present in 100 per cent of sinks.
Found in soil and vegetation, it sounds harmless enough, but can cause skin irritation,
abscesses and wounds.
This will floor you
And as for our trusty, lovingly maintained wooden, tiled, laminated or concreted flooring,
our attention should perhaps be directed a little closer to some decent antiseptic
mopping, with both aeruginosa and FS found in significant quantities on the floor.
Meanwhile, it appears it’s time to debunk the five-second rule, because any
contact with a surface will contaminate food. And as for our ovens, only 37 per
cent of us clean our oven handles. But it’s not all bad news: lead researcher
Dr Hughes admitted that our kitchens are not as dirty as they might be.
“The good news is surface levels of bacteria are usually well below the levels
required for infection of healthy individuals, so are unlikely to lead to illness –
unless coupled with a pre-existing health complaint, or if the person infected is
immunocompromised.”
Even so… who’s for a takeaway?
V34
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electrician‑in‑woodford.co.uk

Do you find it difficult to get
someone to come & do a small job?
Extra Lights ♦ Additional Sockets ♦ Rewires
Fuse Boards Upgrades ♦ New Installations
Landlord & Homebuyer Inspections
Fault Finding & Repairs
Qualified Electrician ♦ Fully Insured
Reliable Sevice ♦ Tidy Work ♦ Free Quote
Flexible Hours ♦ Reasonably Priced
Satisfaction Guaranteed
We are your local experts. We specialise in
domestic alterations, fuseboard, additional
sockets, lights, rewires, installations and
reports for homeowners

Call 0208 088 0779
No job too small

Your
LocalLocksmiths
Locksmiths
Your
Your
Local
Locksmiths
YourLocal
Local
Locksmiths

ATCL

I

f lockdown has unleashed your inner craft fiend, you won’t be able to wait to get stuck into the following ideas
for transforming any uninspiring and unimaginative lampshades you have lying around the house.
Be prepared to be amazed.

FABULOUS FABRIC
One of the simplest ways to change a lampshade so that it matches the rest of a room’s décor is by covering
it with fabric. All you need to do is purchase enough fabric in
your chosen colour or pattern or, if you are feeling particularly
thrifty, you can use a selection of different scrap fabrics that
you already have, and then glue it around your shade using an
adhesive spray.
WONDROUS WALLPAPER
If you have recently decorated one of the rooms in your home
or added a feature wall and you have some wallpaper left
over, instead of throwing it away, why not use it to upcycle
a lampshade? In the same way that you can attach
fabric, simply use adhesive spray or craft glue to stick the
wallpaper around your shade.

LOCKSMITHS
Your Local
Locksmiths
ATCL
ATCL
ATCL
ATCL

For all your LOCKSMITHS
home
& Business security needs
LOCKSMITHS
24 Hr Emergency
24 Hr LOCKSMITHS
Emergency
Service Service
LOCKSMITHS

YOUR
LOCAL
MOBILE
01708
453
168 LOCKSMITHS
01708
453
168
24 Hr Emergency Service
24 Hr Emergency Service

ATCL

01708
453
168
WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
01708
453
168
WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
LOCKSMITHS
WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
24 Hr Emergency Service

01708 453 168

l

12 MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL WORK
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01708 453 168
07515 519 971
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Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers
Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers
Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

New appliances in stock for
same day delivery & installation

Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793

Or Book Online
www.spindoctoruk.co.uk
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We repair all makes and models
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES
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WWW.ATCL.CO.UK
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Electrician

STUNNING STENCILS
For those who are feeling a bit more ambitious, you can
transform a dull lampshade into a thing of beauty using just a
stencil and a little paint. Simply purchase a stencil design from your local
craft shop or make your own using plastic or vinyl and gently dab on
your choice of paint.
GORGEOUS GOLDEN LEAF
Looking for a decadent design? By applying gold leaf, either in a
particular pattern using painter’s tape or all over, you can create
a luxurious and expensivelooking lampshade at a
fraction of the cost.
NB: Make sure you let all
of the above designs dry
fully before reattaching
your shade to the lamp.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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HANDY ANDI
The Peter Pan of daytime T V and a career both in and out of the spotlight

I

f you’re of a certain demographic, you’ve undoubtedly seen the Twitter posts, Facebook pictures and
Instagram uploads detailing the so-called ‘golden era’ of kids’ TV, when terrestrial television was a
metaphorical playground for some of the biggest stars of our time.
From the basics of Blue Peter and Grange Hill in the 1970s through to big-budget kid-themed quiz shows
and youth soaps, the presenters were our link between a mind-boggling array of British brilliance that has
since gone by the wayside in favour of American imports.
To consider that Andi Peters was at the centre of such an era is remarkable, for two reasons. First, he’s
still on our screens today, most recently covering for Lorraine Kelly on her eponymous weekday morning
chat show. Second, there’s the small point that Andi barely looks any older than the bunch of Generation
X youngsters currently at the forefront of youth entertainment.
Chelsea-born presenter, journalist and actor is 50. That makes him less Andi Peters and more Peter Pan,
though securing both longevity and relevance is no pantomime in the
current era where TV producers are even more cut-throat than
Captain Hook.
Peters’ ability to survive and, indeed, flourish has as much
to do with his proficiency behind the camera as in front of
it. He started out in the famous CBBC broom cupboard
(where he succeeded the likes of Andy Crane and Philip
Schofield), and despite retaining presenting duties
alongside Emma Forbes in the hugely successful
Live & Kicking, his skill as commissioning editor,
producer and versatile creative is ultimately what
has kept him in such high demand.
Always affable and famously clean-living, from
continued BBC work with The O-Zone and
Top of the Pops to The Noise (ITV), T4 and
Shipwrecked (Channel 4), diversity and desire
to keep adapting have always been at the
forefront for Peters.
And discovering Dermot O’Leary, who
introduced him to the world of adult
programming (Dancing on Ice, Ant & Dec’s
Saturday Night Takeaway), proved a joint
enterprise that has garnered more success.
“At the heart of it I am just someone in
love with TV,” he says. “To bring so
much joy, entertainment and fun into
people’s front rooms has always
been a pleasure, and to this day
I still get the same thrill at being
broadcast live on air that I did all
those years ago.
“I have had odd breaks from the
cut and thrust of it,
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but it is always something I know I will come back to,
and of course I count myself very lucky to have been
able to sample this from so many different sides.”
Being the first man to stand in for Lorraine for more
than a decade proves Peters’ relevance and ability
is still as strong at 50 as it was when he started
out on radio way back in the 1980s, on
the advice of Schofield.
“If the work keeps coming,
I’ll keep doing it,” he says.
“It’s a dream come
true, and even at 50
I’m not ready for it
to end.”

Photo credit: Ken McKay/ITV/Shutterstock
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Why choose Kütchenhaus?
As the largest retailer of quality German engineered kitchens in the UK, we
deliver rigid pre-built luxury kitchens manufactured in Germany at direct from
the factory prices. View your dream kitchen in the luxurious surroundings of
the largest kitchen showrooms in the UK.

Visit our website or showroom
6, The Baytree Shopping Centre, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4BX
German Kitchens Limited (01910199) is an appointed representative of Kutchenhaus Ltd, Unit 704 Kings Park, Severnside Trading Estate, Textilose Road, Trafford Park, Manchester, M17 1WA.
(Register no. 05012625) is a credit broker and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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l Full installation service or supply only

l 12 months ‘buy now’ and ‘pay later’ option
l Kitchens designed and built to order

BUY NOW
PAY 2021

l Free in-showroom design consultation

10% Deposit Only
*Terms & Conditions apply

l Trade enquiries welcome

01277 204447

www.kütchenhaus.co.uk
Credit provided by Hitachi Personal Finance, a trading style of Hitachi Capital (UK) PLC, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Register no. 704348).
Credit is subject to status and affordability. Terms and Conditions apply.
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YETTONS
TILES AND BATHROOMS
01268 762645
www.yettons.co.uk
@yettonstilesandbathrooms
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Spark Sharks complete

charity swimming challenge

A

swim team from Loughton has swum the length
of the English Channel for young people’s mental
health charity Spark.
The seven team members of Spark Sharks began
this challenge on July 25 and had until August 22
to complete it at Herts Young Mariners Base in
Cheshunt. They have already reached their donation
goal of £3,000.
One of the team members, Jean Hobbs, is 71 years
old and only recently took up open-water swimming.
Her story is very inspiring. She broke her spine, ankle
and ribs, punctured a lung and suffered from a bleed
to the brain in October from a car crash.
She said: “I was very fortunate to receive wonderful
care from the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford, and
when I came home six days later, my family and friends
looked after me so well that I was able to concentrate
on getting up and about again.
“As part of my rehabilitation I was swimming three

times a week but when lockdown came that stopped.
Two friends of my daughter, who work and volunteer
for Spark, offered to take me open-water swimming
with them.”
Speaking on how far they have swum so far, Jean
said: “We ‘reached’ France on August 8, so with two
weeks left of our challenge we decided to try to swim
the distance back.
“We have all increased our efforts, for example at
first I could only swim one lap of the lake, but can now
manage three. The beautiful surroundings and good
weather have made it all great fun.”
Talking about how she stays motivated, she said:
“My motivation is the people I am swimming with. We
have also had wonderful support and sponsorship
from our families which has been very humbling and
hugely beneficial for our charity Spark.”
Visit uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/SparkSharks
to show your support.
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Golf club given warning

after parties disturb residents
A

breach of coronavirus rules is being investigated
by Epping Forest District Council at Loughton Golf
Club Spice after residents said they were kept awake
by a series of parties.
The latest disturbance came on Sunday, August 2,
starting at 3pm and going on until after midnight.
There were two previous incidents.
It’s unclear how many people were in attendance,
but government guidelines allow for gatherings of
fewer than 30 people.
A noise abatement notice had been served on the
premises licence holder at the end of July and officers

are now investigating what further action can be taken.
Independent Loughton District Councillor Stephen
Murray said: “I can understand that people, particularly
young people, wish to gather and enjoy themselves,
and situations like this are often a question of balance,
but when large numbers of other residents are badly
inconvenienced for many hours and legal COVID-19
regulations appear to have been broken, then the
authorities are absolutely right to step in and take
action.”
Concrete blocks have now been placed at the
entrance to the club to make a clear point.

SKIP HIRE EXPERTS IN ESSEX AND EAST LONDON
DOMESTIC & COMMERCIAL SKIPS: 2yd 4yd 6yd 8yd 10yd 12yd
FAST EFFICIENT SAME DAY SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCED DRIVERS IN MODERN LOW EMISSION TRUCKS
FULLY LICENSED WASTE CONTRACTOR FLEXIBLE HIRE TERMS
SKIP ROAD PERMITS ARRANGED CARDS/CASH/TRADE ACCOUNTS WELCOME
BUILDERS/HOUSEHOLD DOMESTIC GARDEN/SCHOOLS/COMMERCIAL WASTE COLLECTIONS
WE OPERATE A ZERO TO LANDFILL POLICY ALL WASTE IS RECYCLED

WE CAN HELP YOU FIND THE PERFECT SKIP FOR THE JOB SO CONTACT US TODAY
020 8597 2553 enquiries@simpsonskiphire.co.uk
www.simpsonskiphire.co.uk

RAISING BRITAIN’S CLEANING STANDARDS

Roads closed following flash floods

Photo credit: Lisa Frost

F
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lash floods brought chaos to Loughton last month and a number of roads
were closed because of flooding.
Parts of the town centre were submerged by water, with cars struggling to
get through and residents nicknaming the town Loughton on Sea.
Brentwood & Epping Forest Community Policing Team issued a warning,
saying: “We are currently in the process of closing a number of roads in
Loughton owing to flooding. Please do not ignore the closures as we have
already had stranded drivers who have tried to drive through the roads. Drive
carefully owing to heavy surface water.“
Dame Eleanor Laing, MP for Loughton, said: “My heart goes out to everyone
whose homes and businesses have been damaged by the exceptional heavy
rain and flooding. It is almost unimaginable that something like this should
happen on top of all the difficulties that so many people have been coping
with as a result of the lockdown.
“I would like to thank everyone at Essex County Council and Epping
Forest District Council who are once again working so hard to help our local
residents. I have asked both councils to investigate whether anything can be
done to make sure this doesn’t happen again.”
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ANTIV
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SANIT AL
ATION
FOGGI
NG
KILLS

Professional, reliable,
affordable cleaning services

OFFICE CLEANING COMMERCIAL CLEANING
ANTIVIRAL SANITISATION CLEANING CARPET CLEANING

CONTACT US TODAY
www.cleango.co.uk

0203 733 2165

OF ALL

99.999
9%
BACTE
RIA

info@cleango.co.uk
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Natural style
Flower Design & Gifts

Town Centre Police Team

celebrates first anniversary

L

ast summer saw the launch of a Town Centre
Police team in Loughton.
The team’s goals are to address the issues that
matter most to the community. Acting on the
information the public provide helps them to reduce
drug offences and remove weapons from streets.
Successes in Loughton have included the discovery
of a ‘chop shop’ in which several stolen vehicles were
recovered. This investigation is still ongoing.
Assistant Chief Constable Rachel Nolan said: “We
want to thank you for welcoming our officers into

your communities. They have become part of them
as we all come together to fight crime and antisocial
behaviour, making our town centres safer for all those
who live in, work in or visit Essex.
“By working together, we can keep the tide turning
and put a stop to antisocial behaviour, drug dealing
and other insidious crimes.”
Roger Hirst, Police, Fire and Crime Commissioner
for Essex, said: “We provide the funding to enable
Essex Police to boost officer numbers, making the
force the strongest it’s been in many years.

Fantastic Service ✿ Beautiful Flowers ✿ Cute Gifts
@constansflowers05 ✿ 0208 088 3475 ✿ constansflowers@gmail.com

CONTAC
T US
FOR YOU
R FREE
NO OBL
IGATION
QUOTE

Residents told to remove items outside homes

Photo credit: EAmanda Hardy
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woman living in a flat in Loughton said she was surprised to find a
notice posted through her door on August 8 from Epping Forest
District Council warning her to remove items by August 10.
Amanda Hardy lives on the ground floor at Oakley Court with her young
child. The items the council are referring to are a table and chairs outside
and plants that have been growing during lockdown.
She said: “Apparently this is because of Grenfell. Me and my neighbours
are upset. We don’t know what to do. I know that the elderly lady is going
to take legal action because she owns it. I’m just going to complain a lot;
I can’t really take legal action as I’m a single mother with my son.”
She continued: “No one has replied to me. Epping Forest District Council
sent an email saying they’ll reply in 14 days, which is a bit late because they
came on Monday (August 10) first thing and said they were going to take
my things, but because I was upset they will give me more time.
“Apparently, it’s fire regulations. But after three years of living at the
property it seems weird they do it during a pandemic.”
Epping Forest District Council has been contacted for comment.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386

UPVC & Aluminium l Windows l Composite Doors l Bi-fold Doors l Patio Sliding Doors
Conservatories, Orangeries & Roof Lanterns l Fascia, Soffit & Guttering
Family Run Business l Fully Guaranteed for 10 Years l Transparent Prices l Fully Qualified Staff

0800 246 5572

www.exclusivewindows.co.uk
Enquiries@exclusivewindows.co.uk
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Our work includes
Security Doors • Gates • Railings • Staircases
Fire Escapes • Structural Steel Work
PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL YOUR ENQUIRY TO OUR
SALES TEAM FOR A FREE QUOTATION

0208 592 9619

sales@essexwroughtiron.co.uk | www.essexwroughtiron.co.uk
Unit 6 Midas Industrial Estate, Wantz Road, Dagenham, Essex RM10 8PS

MAKING AN
INSURANCE CLAIM?

WE CAN HELP

TRADING STANDARDS

APPROVED

Insurance Claims Management
Building Restoration & Repair Specialists

Escape of Water • Fire • Storm • Malicious Damage Claims

CONTACT US ON

0208 088 3418 • 07860 296353

www.conceptpropertyclaims.co.uk • info@concept-solutions.co.uk
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Essex Wrought Iron first began at the premises of
Dagenham East railway goods yard, a family run
business since 1960 we have now become one of the
largest gates and railings manufacturers in Dagenham
and the surrounding areas.
Now owning two premises in Wantz Road, Dagenham
we continue to gain a respected reputation for the
quality of our workmanship and customer care.

Photo credit: Haven House Children’s
Hospice facebook page
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Haven House reopens three

stores with restrictions in place
A

Loughton shop supporting a children’s hospice is
open again after it closed because of COVID-19.
The Haven
HouseInsurance
hospice shop Claims
at 188 High Road is
Qualified for
Building
ready to welcome back customers.
Haven House released a statement, saying: “We are
looking forward to seeing our customers again. Our
shops are loved community hubs on the high street,
and we intend to give our customers the warmest
possible welcome back given the restrictions. We wish

to thank everyone for their patience and support.”
To ensure safe shopping for everyone, there will
be restrictions set in place, such as closed changing
rooms, waiting outside until a customer has left and
using the hand sanitisers provided.
Head of Retail at Haven House, Matthew Lord, said:
“Throughout the pandemic, our number one priority
has been keeping our staff, volunteers and customers
safe, and this continues to be the case.”

Students celebrate A Level exam results
S

tudents at Debden Park High School, Loughton, are planning the next stage of
their education after receiving their A Level results last month.
Headteacher Helen Gascoyne said: “As the 2020 summer exam season was
cancelled, this year’s Year 13 cohort have been awarded grades by the exam
boards based on information supplied by the schools.
“The exam boards have applied their own calculations, taking account of
performance in previous years, to generate each individual student’s final grades.
“Thankfully students at Debden Park High school are now able to celebrate, as
their A Level grades will allow them to pursue their dreams.”
Top students include:
> Amy Blyth – going to Durham University to study Biomedical Sciences
> Nathan Byrne-Hewitt – going to Bath University to study Mechanical Engineering
> Nathaniel Davies – going to Nottingham University to study Music
> Daisy Dunton – going to UCL to study Italian and Spanish
> Hebe Harvey – going to York University to study Biological Sciences
> Noor Martin – going to Swansea University to study Aerospace Engineering
> Finlay Pickering – going to Kings College to study Film and Media
> Melania Stefan – going to Queen Mary University to study Medicine
> Alex Ward-Robinson – going to UCL to study History
This story was written before the government’s U-turn on A Levels.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Property Refurbishment

Construction Works

Property Maintenance
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A

pping Forest District Council approved plans
to build a 100-seater stand and six 15-metre
floodlights at Buckhurst Hill Football Club on July 29.
Buckhurst Hill Football Club was formed in 1985 by
Richard Brand and Alfie Sacre with the objective of
providing youth football in the local community.
The club submitted 530 emails from locals in support
of the scheme, with one person from Buckhurst Hill
saying: “Both of my children (girl and boy) have been
playing at the club from a young age and they both
love it. Not just the sport but being able to socialise
with other children who are not just their school

Residential Building

S

EXP

ERI

EN

Extensions
CJS Construction is a family business with over 30 years
experience in all aspects of residential building and design.
All works are guaranteed and completed to current British
Standards. Our company is fully insured and references can
be provided upon request.

The community hubs are open to everyone.
Please contact Pesh if you would like to get
involved with Rotary or 3food4u in any capacity. Email
pesh@londonresidential.co.uk or call 07973 166940.

Club given green light to build stand
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Specialists in

W

e are very grateful to Waltham Abbey
Town Council (WATC) for the opportunity
it gave us to provide much-needed support
to the local community in the Town Hall.
WATC said it is thrilled to announce that the
Rotary project 3food4u community hub will
be continuing its fantastic work within the
community when it moves to 13 Sun Street.
The Town Council has generously agreed
a grant to fund rent for the premises for six months
to enable 3food4u time to gain further funding to
continue its work. Everyone concerned is very glad an
alternative location within the Abbey has been found
for the community hub.
We’re also very excited to announce the launch of
our second community hub in North Weald on August
27 from 3pm to 5pm at Queens Hall Community
Centre, North Weald, and weekly thereafter.
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THE ROTARY CLUB

friends. By expanding the football club it’s just making
it a better and safer place for all the children and also
bringing the community together.”
The club posted a statement on social media about
the decision: “Amazing news. This evening the stands
and floodlights were approved. The club would like to
thank everyone who supported the club. The Green
councillor said he has never received so many emails
in support of a planning application. Well done to
everyone involved. Exciting times.”
The development has three years to be built
beginning on the date of the notice (July 29).
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T 07943 036 786 E info@cjsconstruction.co.uk W cjsconstruction.co.uk

STRUCTURAL CARPENTRY
15 YEARS EXPERIENCE | DESIGN | CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGEMENT | LOFT CONVERSIONS
BESPOKE CARPENTRY | JOINERY SERVICES
STRUCTURAL CARPENTRY | SPECIALIST ROOF
CARPENTRY | TIMBER FRAME BUILDINGS
Lee Markham: 07929 736960 | Charlie Tarten: 07807 031118
info@essexpitch.co.uk | www.essexpitch.co.uk
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Man arrested after riding his
electric scooter on the M11

T

We provide the highest quality of service
from concept through to final handover
n Installers of Air Conditioning for over 30 years
n Wide Range of Leading Brands
n Approved Daikin & Mitsubishi Installer

Photo credit: Essex Roads Policing Unit
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AIR CONDITIONING SERVICES
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From contemporary designs

woodburning to gas and electric…

www.ashandembers.com

From contemporary designs to traditional styles woodburning to gas... www.ashandembers.com
The stoves of tomorrow
are available today

The stoves of tomorrow
are available today

man was caught riding an electric scooter in the
wrong direction on the M11 near Loughton after
his car ran out of fuel.
The man was driving a silver Toyota Avensis estate
before he retrieved his scooter from the boot after
having to pull over.
Essex Roads Policing Unit caught the 24-year-old
and said in a tweet: “The vehicle runs out of fuel on
a motorway, the driver decides to get his motorised
scooter out the boot and ride the wrong way down the
motorway and run across 4 lanes of traffic to get to a
garage! I am lost for words. Court awaits.”
It became legal to ride electric scooters on July 4
this year only on private land, with permission from
the land-owner, but riding them on public roads, cycle
lanes or pavements is illegal.

Man charged a year after fatal
collision
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School group celebrates
after GCSE results

STYLISH COOLING SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME

Tel: 0208 088 3506
Mob: 07903 104549
Email: services@pumabuilding.com
Web: www.pumabuilding.com
@puma building

the drink-driving limit.
He is due to appear at Chelmsford
Magistrates’ Court on December 16.

he Oak-Tree Group of Schools, a privately
owned group of independent schools in
Essex, was celebrating last month after this
year’s GCSE results were published.
Chloe Moon, headteacher of Braeside
School in Buckhurst Hill, praised her pupils
for the way they have coped with the range
of difficulties they have had to face over
recent months. Nearly half of the grades were at least
7, 8 or 9 and more than 96 per cent of all results were
passes at grade 4 or above, significantly above the
national average.
She said: “We are not only celebrating that they
are able to go to a range of excellent sixth forms
to enable their ambitions for the future, but we are
also celebrating the amazing individuals they have
become. I have no doubt that they all have a bright
future ahead of them as they are such positively
wonderful characters.”
The headteacher of Normanhurst School in North
Chingford says she is very proud of the achievements
of her Year 11 pupils after an excellent set of GCSE
results.
Half of the results were at grade 7 or above, while
99 per cent passed. Claire Osborn praised pupils’
commitment throughout the last two years.
She said: “Faced with the enormous challenges of
the pandemic, cancellation of exams and consequent
uncertainties about GCSE results, they have remained
focused, calm and positive.
“We wish them every success in the next stages of
their lives, and hope very much that they will stay in
contact.”

A

man has been charged following the deaths of
two people in a collision.
Sophia Khan, 16, and Max Halcrow, 21, both
from Loughton, were passengers in a BMW M3 that
collided with a tree on Goldings Hill, Loughton, on
August 24 last year.
Two teenage girls were also left with life-changing
THE COACH HOUSE Market Place, Abridge RM4 1UA, 01992 815972 / 0207 118 3030
injuries.
For current opening times see
Kane Faulkner-Wild, 22, of Connaught Avenue,
www.ashandembers.com
Chingford, has been charged with two counts of
THE COACH HOUSE Market Place, Abridge RM4 1UA, 01992 815972
/ 0207 118
3030by dangerous driving; two counts
causing
death
CALL US ON 01992 815972 / 0207 118 3030
of causing serious injury by dangerous driving; two
counts of causing death while uninsured; and two
VISIT US AT THE COACH HOUSE, MARKET PLACE, ABRIDGE RM4 1UA
counts of causing death by careless driving while over
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Price Match Guarantee* | Super Service | Expert Knowledge | Professional Installation
1400 Spin 9kg
Washing Machine

60cm No Frost Fridge
Freezer

WAT28371GB

15 Programmes
Super Quick Wash 15 Minutes
EcoSilence Motor with 10 yr warranty
Dimensions: H84.8xW59.8xD59cm

290L Fridge Capacity / 110L Freezer Capacity
Fridge: 3 Glass Shelves, 1 Salad Bin, 4 Door
Balconies
Freezer: 3 Drawers, Frost Free
Dimensions: H203xW60xD66cm

2 Year Warranty
A+++ Energy Rating

5 Year Warranty
A++ Energy Rating

Now Only

£80

£399.00

Save

Was £479.00

1500 Spin 7kg Wash,
4kg Dry Washer Dryer

KGN39VWEAG

Now Only

£50

£599.00

Save

Was £649.00

WVG30462GB

EcoSilence Drive with 10 Year Parts Guarantee
15 Programmes with Sensor Dry Technology
Quick Wash & Dry in 60 Minutes
Dimensions: H85xW60xD59cm
2 Year Warranty
A Energy Rating

Now Only

Save

Was £709.00

Athlet 25.5V
ProHygenic Cordless
Handstick

Built In Single Oven

HBF113BR0B

£30

£679.00

Traditional Kettle

TWK4P439GB

BCH6HYGGB

66 Litres Capacity Fan Oven
Fixed Intergrated Grill
5 Programmes
Dimensions: H59.5xW59.4xD54.8cm

60 Minute Runtime
Lithium-Ion Battery
Sensor Bagless Technology
All Floor High Power Brush

2 Year Warranty
A Energy Rating

2 Year Warranty

Now Only

Price Match Guarantee* | Super Service | Expert Knowledge | Professional Installation

£279.99
Was £329.00

Broadway Music and Vision

Now Only

£179.99
Was £259.99

£80
Save

Now Only
99

£39.

Was £49.99

£10

Save

broadwaymandv@aol.com

*Terms and Conditions apply. Sold as an agent of Euronics Limited. All rights reserved. All offers are subject to availability while stocks last. Delivery & Installation charges
may apply Exclusions and Radius Apply. See in store for full details. Images for illustration purposes only. Copyright Euronics 2020. E&OE June 2020.
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Save

8 The Broadway,
Woodford Green, IG8 0HL
02085047500

broadwaymandv@aol.com
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£50

2 Year Warranty

Broadway Music and Vision

8 the Broadway,
Woodford Green, IG8 0HL
0208 504 7500

SUMMER-LOCAL PRESS ADVERT-PORTRAIT-GENERIC.indd 1

Cordless
1.7 Litre Capacity
Triple Safety Feature
Automatic Switch Off

*Terms and Conditions apply. Sold as an agent of Euronics Limited. All rights reserved. All offers are subject to availability while stocks last. Delivery & Installation charges
may apply Exclusions and Radius Apply. See in store for full details. Images for illustration purposes only. Copyright Euronics 2020. E&OE June 2020.
08/06/2020 16:46

SUMMER CAMPAIGN P A4 6 Prods v1.indd 1

10/06/2020 17:50
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AERIALBASE.COM

FREEPHONE: 0800 193 0017
OR CALL US ON 0203 0219 344
9.96/10

TES
TIMA
S
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FREE

SID’S
LANDSCAPING
GARDEN LANDSCAPING
BLOCK PAVING • DRIVEWAYS
PATHS • INDIAN STONE PATIOS
TURFING & ARTIFICIAL LAWNS
PLUS MUCH MUCH MORE

20% DISCOUNT FOR

ALL EMERGENCY WORKERS

BOOK ONLINE: AERIALBASE.COM
HD

FOREIGN
SATELLITES

SERVICE TV AERIAL SATELLITE INSTALLATION
REPAIRS TV WALL MOUNT FIXED
CASH or
CHEQUE

GET YOUR FREE QUOTE TODAY!
FREE ADVICE/FREE CALLOUT/FREE QUOTE

Complying with Government Covid 19 Guidelines

07782 550 684
0800 959 6792
sidlandscaper@icloud.com
sidslandscaping.co.uk

EXPERTS IN KOI, TROPICAL,
MARINE, POND FISH
AND REPTILES
Specialists in Pond Construction, Filtration and Maintenance
Suppliers of Pond Pumps, Filters, Aquariums, Vivariums and Accessories
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SEPTEMBER BIRTH FLOWER
OF THE MONTH

I

f you were born in September, your birth flower
is one of the most colourful flowers of autumn:
the aster. Part of the daisy family, this wild flower
is known for its tiny flowerheads and long petals.
Loved by pollinators, asters are ideal for growing in
mixed borders around your garden.
What do asters symbolise?
Asters come in a variety of vibrant colours and each
one carries a different meaning:
Purple asters, the most popular colour,
symbolise wisdom and royalty.
White asters represent purity and innocence, as
well as new beginnings.
Red asters can be used to convey undying
devotion.
Pink asters symbolise sensitivity and love.
What does this birth flower say about
you?
If your birth flower is the aster, you feel most
at home on the stage and will embrace any
opportunity to entertain others. You are an

V
GARDENING

ANTENNA
ERECTING

SIZE MATTERS?

optimist and are devoted to living life to the full. You
are also predisposed to good luck.
How do you grow asters in your
garden?
Asters offer great beauty with little work and are
therefore ideal for less-experienced growers. You
can either choose to plant them from seed in spring
or purchase a potted plant later in the year.
Plant in full to partial sun in loamy, well-drained soil
and keep new plants moist until they stop blooming.
What are the most common aster pests
and diseases?
Asters attract aphids, spider mites, whiteflies and
leafhoppers, all of which can be kept under control
with the use of pesticides. They are also prone to
stem rot, a fungus that can begin
at the start of the germination
process. Prevent this by
not overwatering and
ensuring the soil is well
drained.

01708 341376 www.tisburysaquaticcentre.co.uk

Established 1950

Church Road, Noak Hill, Romford, RM4 1LD
Large Free Car Park

OPEN
7 DAY
9AM- S
5PM

@TisburysAquatics
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CRANE HIRE | CONTRACT LIFT
TRAINING | TRANSPORT

it out

he battle between gardener and slugs has
never been so ferocious, but getting things
back in your favour may not be as difficult as
you think if you follow these handy tips.

Objects of desire
Slugs love to slither under pots, planks and other
objects left lying around. If those bricks serve no
purpose, remove them from your garden, otherwise
all you’re providing is a perfect hiding spot for this
gastropod mollusc who will nibble away at your finest
crops, herbs and flowers.
Grass borders
Slugs love to conceal themselves in grass. The
moisture keeps them happy and the protection of
long blades means they can keep themselves hidden
until darkness falls, when they’ll venture out and
demolish your prized produce. Keep your grass short
and you take away their hiding place.
Bramble ramblers
A good way to keep slugs away is to build up

0203 637 0242
info@emersoncranes.co.uk
www.emersoncranes.co.uk

bramble borders to your garden. Spiky canes will
also work as a barrier to keep these slimy invaders
away – they’ll take one look at those sharp thorns
and unwelcoming lengths of wood and head straight
for next door’s garden.
If slugs are already in your garden
These tips will be a bit late in the day. In that case,
here are a couple of handy tricks to rid yourself of
guests who have already taken up residence.
Back to those objects of desire
Use those planks and pots to your benefit by propping
them up so slugs crawl underneath – you’ve created
your very own slug trap. Now, regularly, scrape the
slugs from the underside and deposit them well away
from your garden.
Night-time nasties
For three or four nights in a row, venture out into
your garden with a torch, a shovel and a bucket and
remove as many unwelcome guests as you can find.
You’ll find your slug population quickly diminishes.

London’s Leading
Artificial Grass Installers

BOOK A FREE SITE SURVEY
0208 961 4722
eastlondon@lazylawn.co.uk
www.lazylawn.co.uk
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TREE PRUNING • TREE REMOVAL • TREE REPORTS
HEDGE TRIMMING • SITE CLEARANCE
STUMP GRINDING • EMERGENCIES
SEASONED HARDWOOD DELIVERY AVAILABLE

WE SERVE ALL OF HAVERING & THROUGHOUT ESSEX

CONCERNED ABOUT YOUR
TREES AFTER HIGH WINDS?
FREE GROUND TREE CHECK
& QUOTATION WITH
THIS ADVERT

We offer
FREE Quotations
& Expert Advice
on ALL aspects of
Tree Work &
Arboriculture

We provide a huge range of tree services & offer expert arboricultural
advice, ensuring your trees are looked after responsibly
ALL OPERATIVES ARE COVID AWARE AND WILL BE TAKING STEPS TO KEEP SOCIAL DISTANCING AT
ALL TIMES AND TRAVELLING TO SITE IN SEPARATE VEHICLES TO SITE. PLEASE DON’T BE OFFENDED
BUT WE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTING DRINKS FROM CUSTOMERS AT THIS CURRENT TIME

Call us: 0208 088 8733 • Mobile: 07467 944671

www.kingscutstreeservices.co.uk • info@kingscutstreeservices.co.uk

Support local businesses

V

waste not

GARDENING

PROFESSIONAL
TREE SURGEON
SERVICES

I

f you are looking for something useful to do in the garden this
month then look no further than the installation of your very own water butt.
Did you know that almost 100,000 litres of rainwater falls on our roofs each
year in the UK and literally just goes down the drain?

why install a water butt?
If every home were to install a water butt in their
garden, the UK would save an estimated 30,000
million litres of water each summer. That’s enough
to fill 12 Olympic swimming pools. Therefore, if a
hosepipe ban were to come into effect next year,
you would have more than enough clean water
to care for your plants and fill a paddling pool or
two. Plus, you could save on your water bills.

how to choose a water butt for your
garden
Simply head to your nearest garden centre or
local DIY store for a wide range of water butts,
with options to suit all budgets. If you have a
small garden, choose a slim, square-edged
design that can sit flush against a wall. For
those with more space, the bigger the better.
You should also purchase a diverter kit.

how to install your water butt

Let your local businesses know that you saw them first in...
V60
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Choose a suitable location next to a
drainpipe.
Always install a water butt on a firm and
flat surface that is strong enough to hold its
weight when full.
Consider investing in a stand so that you
can fill your watering can from the tap at
the bottom of the butt with ease.
Follow the instructions on the diverter kit –
this will involve cutting through your chosen
drainpipe with a hacksaw.
Cover your water butt with a lid to prevent
insects from flying in and to stop children
falling in.
Wait for the rain to fall.
ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Low maintenance, cute, curious and asleep for half the year, a pet tortoise is both intriguing and easy to
cater for, which is why this crafty crawler is coming back into fashion.

F

or those of us of a certain age, tortoises were
once all the rage. Right up there with rabbits,
guinea pigs and hamsters, these sluggish,
shelled reptiles were extremely popular in gardens
all across the UK.
Their popularity waned around the turn of the
millennium when regulations surrounding their
arrival in the UK started to kick in. Too many weren’t
surviving our frosty winters and their importation – at
its peak, 150,000 of them each year – was said to
be cruel.
And yet, owning a tortoise bred in captivity in the
UK is still perfectly legal. While you may need to
‘shell out’ (sorry) anything between £50 and £500

for one of these incredible creatures who originate
from the Americas and Africa, people find their laidback, plodding attitude to life as inspiring as it is
humorous.
They will generally eat from your garden, with their
diet also featuring the likes of cucumber, carrots,
lettuce, fruit and flowers; and can be safely tucked
up in a hutch overnight, content by themselves or
alongside a life partner.
Resilient and tough, curious and playful, cats soon
get bored of them, though some breeds of dog are
known to pester them and can damage their shells.
And you’ll struggle to get too much emotion from
these garden dwellers – their lack of a hippocampus
means tortoises have little emotion, memory,
learning capability or spatial navigation.
And yet, while tortoises appear a lot
of fun for not a lot of effort, don’t be
deceived. Notorious for finding
escape routes through fences and
around walls, their life cycle is
typically anywhere between
80 and 150 years – that’s
a lifetime commitment to
your shelled buddy.

WEBSITE

Construction & Industrial Recruitment Specialists
Established since 2008
l

We are a local business and we are looking to work with other local businesses
l We can supply staff all over Essex & London
l We offer Temporary, Fixed Fee Perm & Temp to Perm (£0 End Fee) options
l Our core beliefs are Honesty and Transparency

So if you are looking for staff – look no further
Get in touch with Bluebaring today!

“We recruit so you don’t have to”
info@bluebaring.com l 01708 524332 l www.bluebaring.com l Follow us on
Our CORE values:
We are looking
consultants
to join our team. If you are looking for a
Honesty,
Integrity, for
Reliability,
Transparency,
Highest
Quality Service,
Effective Scott Hart on scott@bluebaring.com
in recruitment,
email Cost
our Director

new role

www.lloydsres.com
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FULL SUPPORT FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS

ENSURE you

INSURE
Your home insurance checklist

I

nsurance is about protecting ourselves and those
around us, so here’s a handy checklist outlining
what you definitely need, and what might be
worth considering.

PLANNING - PROVISION - SERVICE
FRANKING & HYBRID MAIL SOLUTIONS - OFFICE FURNITURE - PLEXIGLASS DIVIDER SCREENS
PRINT PHOTOCOPIERS - SCANNING DEVICES & SOFTWARE - IT SERVICES & SUPPORT

01992 350 390 - enquiries@officefox.co.uk - www.officefox.co.uk

GET COVID-SECURE! WITH:

BUSINESS & PROPERTY

INDUSTRY LEADING KNOWLEDGE & EXPERIENCE
UNPARALLELED RANGE OF TECHNOLOGY & SOLUTIONS

V

CONTENTS INSURANCE
In the event of an accident or theft from within
your home, it’s vital your possessions are covered.
Many see paying out for contents insurance as a
waste of money, but we will all claim for something
at some point. Knowing you’re covered can bring
a huge sense of relief in the midst of what is likely to be a
disappointing event or episode.
You can also extend your contents insurance to items you
take outside the home – consider bikes, watches, phones
and more; but read the small print to ensure you’re covering
what you think you are.

BUILDINGS INSURANCE
Also known as house insurance, this covers your bricks and
mortar, and whilst not a legal stipulation, most mortgage
lenders will insist on you taking it out if you are embarking
on home ownership.

Viruses are continually eliminated on
contact with treated surfaces for up to
28 days*
Electrostatically charged disinfectant
particles stick around objects, making
them safe to use within just 5 minutes.

LIFE INSURANCE
Purely for the protection of those around you; should the
day come when you’re not around, you will want to ensure
your dependants have enough to get by. For what is often
a small amount each month, life insurance can at least
mean you are not adding financial loss to the emotional loss
experienced by loved ones.

Quick & effective removal of bacteria
and viruses including CORONAVIRUSES
Safe for use anywhere, including schools,
offices, cafés, bars, waiting rooms,
gyms, vehicle interiors

INCOME PROTECTION
Particularly good for those who are self-employed, income
protection means that in the event of illness, bills can still
be paid. If 2020 has taught us anything where health is
concerned, it’s to expect the unexpected!

NOW AVAILABLE: Purchase a handheld unit
for £999+VAT or a backpack unit for £1,999+VAT
*Under laboratory conditions.

To book a disinfectant clean or purchase a unit
call 0208 088 3469 or visit: envirostatic.co.uk
V64
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/envirostatic

CRITICAL COVER
Different from life insurance, critical cover will pay out a lump
sum if you are diagnosed with a critical illness during the
life of your policy. That means you’ll be provided for by the
policy to restore some sense of comfort and peace.
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SAVE
yourself the effort?

I

t’s fair to say savings accounts have probably never seemed less
appealing. From buoyant interest rates well into double digits back
in the mid-1990s, the Bank of England base rate has plummeted
in recent years, dropping to a historic low of 0.1 per cent in March.
The recent lockdown means government initiatives to stimulate
spending are additionally affecting the appeal of savings accounts,
to the point where the consideration of a negative base rate
has come into view… and with it the possibility that savers will
actually have to pay to ‘store’ their money.
But it’s not all bad news for savers:
> One-year fixed rates for savings accounts are still tracking
considerably above the Bank of England base rate, with rates of around
1 per cent still possible… although in relation to a similar level of inflation,
there isn’t any real ‘gain’ to be had; in fact, with most ‘everyday’ savings
accounts you’re losing money.
> For those still looking to gain a return on their savings, it could be that
switching from a traditional savings account to a Lifetime, Fixed Rate or
Easy Access cash ISA is the sensible way forward. The former will give you a
25 per cent return (up to £4,000 only), while a Fixed Rate ISA can still net you
up to 1.3 per cent.
> Finally, remember savings aren’t all
about profit – many people save
for security, to have a feelgood
‘project’, and to put money
away for a rainy day. Unlike
investments,
savings
accounts are protected to
the hilt, so when you want
your money it is protected
and will be there.
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MEMBERSHIP AVAILABLE
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT OUR GENERAL MANAGER AT
bendriver@chigwellgolfclub.co.uk

156 High Road Chigwell Essex IG7 5BH
T. 020 8500 2059
chigwellgolfclub.co.uk
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AFTER 30 YEARS OF HURT, LIVERPOOL FINALLY GOT THEIR
HANDS ON THE BIG PRIZE

I

t’s somewhat ironic that for a club who have
struggled, grasped and flailed desperately for three
decades in their attempts to restore themselves as
the best club in English football, their unassailable
lead at the top of the Premier League in March almost
counted for nothing as a global pandemic swept in.
For a couple of months, Jürgen Klopp’s side looked

as if they might be denied the prize they have striven
for so long to win – through near misses, bad luck
and a long duration of underachievement, the Reds
have found the likes of Manchester United, Arsenal,
Chelsea, Manchester City, Blackburn Rovers and
even Leicester City in their way when it came to
securing the biggest prize in domestic football.

credit: Paul Loughton
Ellis/AP/Shutterstock
edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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champions, let alone a side who ended the
campaign with 99 points and only three
league defeats all term.
Yet, the record books will always point to
the efforts of captain Jordan Henderson,
top scorer Mohamed Salah, the rest of the
first-team heavyweights and even the young
starlets – Curtis Jones, Harvey Elliott and
Neco Williams – who are gradually making
their mark in the best club side in world football.
Two seasons ago the Reds finished 25 points
behind champions Manchester City. Their winning
margin this term confirms a 43-point shift in
dominance that will impress Klopp as much as it
worries Guardiola and the rest of the chasing pack.
The Anfield club’s achievements are monumental
– Champions League winners, World Club
Championship holders and Premier League victors
all at the same time. And yet, as manager Klopp
states, defending their title crown is not the Liverpool
way – attacking it is, and that’s undoubtedly what
they’ll do.

ViSIOn Loughton edition28 | to advertise call 0208 088 0386
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Yet after Premier League chiefs, fan groups, police
forces and local councils approved measures to get
the competition restarted on June 17, Liverpool’s
history-makers were back on track. Predictably, after
all the speculation, the hype and a 100-day gap in
action – the longest since Second World War – the
Merseyside Derby was something of a damp squib
as Liverpool and arch rivals Everton played out a
goalless draw.
Ultimately, Manchester City’s improved form post
lockdown saw Liverpool’s significant gap at the
top narrowed, but when the Merseysiders crushed
Crystal Palace 4–0 at home on June 24, they knew
that if Chelsea could beat Pep Guardiola’s Citizens
side 24 hours later, the title would be theirs… and
that’s just what happened.
True, it may have been seen as a disappointing
climax for Liverpool to have had such a season of
domestic dominance ended in empty stadiums
and without even so much as an open-top bus ride
around their famous city to savour. It’s a lack of the
true adulation deserving of any Premier League
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AT GIANT LOUGHTON
WE'RE JUST LIKE YOU WE'RE RIDERS. WE LOVE
CYCLING AND WE WANT
YOU TO ENJOY IT JUST
AS MUCH AS WE DO.
l 5 YEARS FREE SERVICING FOR ANY BIKE PURCHASED IN 2020

NEW
STOCK
G
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Y
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E
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(EXCLUDING MY21 RANGE)

l FREE PUNCTURE REPAIRS FOR LIFE RANGE (Ts&Cs APPLY ORIGINAL OWNER ONLY)
l FREE SAFETY CHECKS FOR LIFE ON ALL NEW ARX AND ATX BIKES
l PRICE MATCH PROMISE

– FIND IT CHEAPER ANYWHERE ELSE

& WE WILL MATCH THE PRICE

l FREE UK DELIVERY ON ANY IN-STORE PURCHASE

(CALL US FOR MORE DETAILS)

GIANT LOUGHTON, 235 High Road, IG10 1AD
T: 0208 508 1384 W: giant-loughton.co.uk E: info@giant-loughton.co.uk
V70
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Motoring MaDNESS
AVOIDING THE PITFALLS OF SELLING YOUR CAR PRIVATELY

S

elling your motor privately can be good for
a number of reasons. It’s the best way to
get a high price for your old set of wheels, if
organised you may be able to secure a sale quickly,
and in most instances you won’t even need to leave
the comfort of your own home… well, the driveway,
at least.
However, if you are keen to strip out the middleman,
beware some of the pitfalls that may lie in wait:

traders who would rather negotiate a part-exchange
than an offer of straight cash.

Telephone time-wasters

In the event of something going wrong with the car
soon after it’s bought, you won’t have anyone to
sort this out but yourself. The buyer will also have
your home address so is likely to come knocking
if anything seems wrong in those weeks post
purchase.

You may get countless people phoning up asking
endless questions – remember, buyers will be as
wary about the process as sellers. The best way
to avoid this is to make your listing as detailed as
possible, adding lots of photos.

Go-slow no-showers

Ever waited in for a delivery that never arrives?
Welcome to the world of private car-selling.

Part-ex stress

You may find your motor is attracting the interest of

Larry Hagglers

A huge worry for many vendors is agreeing a price
over the phone, only to find someone at your door
pressuring you for a discount.

Comeback Kings

Not-so-smooth criminals

And of course, the biggest fear for those who
sell privately is that someone will run off with your
motor. Ensure all monies have been transferred
before handing over documentation, be wary over
PayPal transactions (which can be refunded) and, if
accepting cash, check notes carefully.
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T H E VISION L I S T I N G S

ACCOUNTANT & TAX ADVISORS

CLEANING SERVICES

FURNITURE RESTORATION

MOTORING

ALL THINGS ACCOUNTING
Accounting & tax services, we help with self-assessment tax
return, corporation tax return, payroll, VAT return, CIS return &
bookkeeping. Call 07539 035537 for free initial consultation.

SPOTCLEAN LTD
Commercial & Domestic Services Specialising in Office,
Shop, New build, Refurbished & Residential Cleaning. We
ensure a Clean & hygienic environment 07940 213394

ABBEY GROUP
Abbey Group are specialist in creating, repairing & restoring
quality furniture & wood surfaces to the highest standard.
01708 741135

BMS CAR PARTS
For all your motoring requirements inc. Car parts, number
plates, key cutting, engine oil, tools, car accessories &
servicing. 01708 474187

ACUPUNCTURE

COMPUTER REPAIR & I.T.

KINGS UPHOLSTERY
Handmade sofas & chairs designed especially for you to
your required specifications. Also providing in re-upholstery
& repair work. 01708 444125

MAPTEC IT
Your local residential & commercial IT specialists. We can fix
your computers, configure email accounts & printers. Setup
your Wi-FI, Internet router & network. 0203 865 7174

BEAUTY & NAILS

DRAINAGE

BEAUTY BY NATASHA KATIE
A local, mobile LVL Technician. Fully qualified level 2 and
3 beauty therapist Babtac insured and approved. 07961
462672

UNITED DRAINS
A fast and professional plumbing/drainage service you can
rely on, providing a 24/7 service. All planned, emergency and
reactive works undertaken. Call 020 3637 6688

THE NAIL STUDIO
Nail Studio lets you switch off and pamper with highly skilled
technicians providing top treatments and nail products to
meet your every need. 07572 526519

BESPOKE TAILORING
ROSS CARRINGTON BESPOKE TAILORING
Bespoke suits, shirts, jackets, wedding attire, evening wear.
Alterations undertaken and visiting service available.
07824153880 & 0207 898 0599

BUILDING & CLAIMS
CONCEPT BUILDING SOLUTIONS
We are builders specialising in water & fire-damaged
properties. We put your home back to how it should be.
0208 088 3418

CAR & VAN HIRE
SCENIC SELF DRIVE
Your self drive hire specialists. Whether you require modern
cars, motorhomes, vans or minibuses. Rest assured we will
provide you a professional service 01708 753461

CARPET & UPHOLSTERY
ARWIN CLEANING SERVICES
Over 30 yrs of exp, we can offer a professional, efficient and
cost-effective solution for carpet and upholstery, cleaning
and maintenance. 07973 417764

ELECTRICAL & WHOLESALERS
CH ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS
Essex & East London’s leading electrical wholesalers
providing the trade & public a professional service with
access to all leading brands. 01708 730591

JOIN THE
LISTINGS... for just

£180

+VAT
per yr

SPECIAL NAILS
Dedicated to provide the best quality nail care for Men &
Women. Walk-ins welcome, appointment bookings & gift
vouchers available. 01708 442248

ELECTRICIAN
CAPITAL ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD
Domestic/Commercial, Repairs/Installation, Vehicle Charging
Points, Portable Appliance Testing, Fire Alarms, Emergency
Lighting, Installation Condition Reports. Call 0208 088 2916
TACK ELECTRICAL
When you want a local, family firm, who care for your home
electrics like their own, and give personal, professional
service. 0208 088 0775

FINANCIAL SERVICES
PARAGON LEGAL SERVICES LTD
We will write your will for only £49.99+Vat subject to T&Cs.
Call FREE on 0800 0747642 or 01206 544919 Call us for a
FREE home appointment. www.paragonlegal.co.uk

KINGS CUTS TREE SERVICES
A Huge range of tree services available & offer expert
arboricultural advice, ensuring your trees are looked after
responsibly. 01708 578030 | 07467 944671

HEALTH & WELLBEING
IMPROVE YOUR SMILE DENTAL PRACTICE
Est. in 1986. Encompassing all needs from basic oral health
to advanced dental procedures and high-end cosmetic
treatments. New patients welcome. 020 8504 2704

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
TOTAL HOME UK
Let our highly skilled professional team plan & carry out all
your home improvements inside & out. Plumbing, Electrical
Decorating & more 07958 585623

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
THE LAUNDRY MAN
From everyday washing, drying & ironing. We can pretty
much launder anything & everything. Self service launderette
available. 01708 447710

LOFT CONVERSIONS
HIGH END LOFTS LTD
Beautiful Lofts, Expertly Built. Our “Hand-Holding” service
takes you from ideas, through Plans & Building Control, to
make your [home alteration] vision a reality 0208 088 2805

TRADITIONAL DECORATIONS
We are a family run business specialising in turning your
house into a home. Giving advice on current decorating
trends. 07737 562406

PLUMBING & HEATING
CMS PLUMBING HEATING & BATHROOMS
Corgi registered, 20+ years’ experience, public liability
insurance, offering free quotes. No job too small. Based in
Gidea Park. Call Craig 07855 589185
KINGS PLUMBING & HEATING
All work undertaken: All bathrooms, boiler servicing & gas
safe. 07956 343275 | www.kingsplumbingandheating.co.uk

JOIN THE
LISTINGS... for just

£15

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
LILLYWHITE PROPERTY SERVICES
For all building works, full refurbishments & property
maintenance inc heating, plumbing, electrical, decorating,
flooring, tiling & plastering etc. Call today on 07949 394403
STUART GREEN PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
Property maintenance specialist. Carpentry, painting/
decorating, laminate flooring, bath/shower re-siliconing,
gutters cleared/repaired, insurance work, PLI. 07917 870879

ROOFING
JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior cleaning/maintenance. Gutters, Paving, UPVC;
cleaned, repaired, renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 572459

FURNITURE ASSEMBLY
FLAT PAC KING
Assembly of all flat pack items. London and Essex areas
covered Collection and delivery service is available call Jo on
0208 088 2976

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 0208 088 0386 TODAY
V72

GARDEN SERVICES
JOHN HEARNE
We take care of it all Lawn Mowing, Weeding, Planting,
General Tidying, Fence/Shed Painting, Driveway/Patio
Pressure Washing and more. Call for details 07908 523101

+VAT
per
month

HONG WEI CHINESE MEDICAL
Fully qualified & experienced, specialising in women’s health &
Fertility. Help with pain relief, emotional disorders, male/female
conditions. 01708 454888 | hongweichinesemedicine.co.uk

PAINTING & DECORATING
PGA DECORATING SPECIALIST
Interior - exterior - paper hanging specialists in Window
repair care. 07769 646357 | www.pgadecoratingspecialists.
co.uk | pgadecorators@yahoo.co.uk
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DISCLAIMER: VISION does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION.

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE VISION LISTINGS...CALL 0208 088 0386 TODAY
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PUZZLES

V PUZZLES & Trivia
Constellations

Answers can be found on the Contents Page 4
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ANTLIA
AQUILA
BOOTES
CARINA
CASSIOPEIA
CENTAURUS
COLUMBA
CORVUS
DELPHINUS
ERIDANUS
HERCULES
HYDRUS
LEO MINOR
MENSA
PEGASUS
PHOENIX
SAGITTA
SCULPTOR
SERPENS
TUCANA

did you know?
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ANTLIA

HERCULES

AQUILA

HYDRUS

BOOTES
CARINA

uWall-E was named after Walter Elias
Disney
CASSIOPEIA

uDisney animators often hide
classic
CENTAURUS
characters in scenes of their films

COLUMBA

uThere is a tunnel system in Disney World so
CORVUS
characters aren’t seen in the ‘wrong’
lands

DELPHINUS
uDumbo is the only lead character
in a film
who doesn’t speak – he only makes
a few
ERIDANUS
noises

LEO MINOR
Word Ladder
MENSA

PREP

PEGASUS

uMickey Mouse ears are one of the most
popular souvenirs bought from Disneyland

GRANGEWOOD HOUSE
Premium Workspace & Virtual Office Facilities

THE AIM: Change the

to make the word at the
SCULPTOR

SERPENS

bottom.

HOW TO: Change one

TUCANA letter on each step to
make a new word. By the
time you reach the end,
you should have created
the new word.

uThe original The Jungle Book was the last
film to be overseen by Walt Disney before his
death in 1966
uThe first animated character to receive a
star on the Walk of Fame was Mickey Mouse

moving office?
Take advantage of
our 3-month
trial period

PHOENIX word at the top of the
SAGITTA ladder one letter at a time

uDisney World in Orlando is around the
same size as San Francisco
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S

Work
local

T: 020 8508 0550
E: info@crateloughton.com
Follow US @crateloughton

DO NOT rearrange the
order of the letters.

WORK
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TIP: There is usually
more than one way to
solve this puzzle.

E: investments@grangewood.co.uk T: 020 8508 0550
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Loft Conversion Specialists
Beautiful Lofts, Expertly Built
Extensions n Home Improvements n Kitchens n Bathrooms

n Over 15 years experience n Team of highly qualified experts
n Project handling from ideas to completion
n Fully compliant with Building Controls

www.newlevelloftconversions.co.uk

Call us on:

0208 088 2805
Chingford London E4
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